FinOps, SecOps and CloudOps
Cost, Security and Operations Governance

This 3-week or ongoing assessment and implementation engagement is designed to help customers optimize cost, harden services and efficiently operate their cloud solutions. Zensa’s cloud defense and optimization framework is an automation driven maturity assessment approach that evaluates customer’s current cost, security and operations aspects of workloads and provide prescriptive implementation using solution accelerator approach.

**Features**

- 3-week and/or ongoing engagement to optimize workloads in Azure
- Evaluate current cloud costs against industry-leading practices and validate spend and apply FinOps techniques and processes to save cost.
- Assess current Azure environment security & compliance posture, settings and controls to reveal gaps or issues.
- Review operational excellence (backup, BCDR, perf. Etc.) of all cloud solutions to ensure their optimal functioning.

**Deliverables**

- Customized cloud spend optimizations and improved FinOps scores
- Scan security, vulnerabilities and compliance issues, Verify that security controls and compliance standards are implemented in line with industry best practices
- Plan against the possibility of an outage from Azure via backup/BCDR, minimize threats and risks.
- Implement full scale IaC with GitOps and Automation.
- Centralized dashboards (and reporting) for cloud cost, security and operations

**Zensa’s Process**

**Assess:**
Collaboratively, review cost, security and operational postures with stakeholders through deep assessments and understand current customer postures.

**Collaborate:**
Zensa will collaboratively drive strategy and planning sessions to determine, define and plan customer’s desired end state (postures) for cloud solutions.

**Onboard:**
Fully onboard customer tenancies into our management framework (Lighthouse) to monitor and improve postures.

**Validate, Operate and Report**
Validate cloud costs, potential cost savings, security controls, policy enhancements, compliance standards and operational excellence with detailed reporting.
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**ZENSA’S CLOUD TECHNOLOGY SERVICES**

**Cloud Enablement**
- Cloud ROI and TCO Analysis
- Workload Discovery and Assessment
- Migration Planning
- Datacenter Migrations
- Data/Database Migrations
- Cloud Reseller Migrations Training

**DevOps, AIOps Automation**
- DevOps Capability Assessment Services
- Continuous Integration, Delivery, Deployment Pipeline Design and Implementation
- Automation Services
- Compliance and Security Services (Hardening)
- DevOps Training

**IoT Solutions, Data, Analytics**
- IoT Solutions Architecture Design Sessions (devices and applications)
- IoT Automation and Hardening
- IoT Edge Implementation Services.
- Insights and Analytics IoT Training

**Application Services**
- App Modernization (Micro-services Docker, Functions, Event Driven)
- Application Perf Tuning & Monitoring
- Legacy Application Migration
- Mixed/Virtual/ Augmented Reality AI & Machine Learning
- 3D UI/UX Designing
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www.zensa.co